LOCALONE SEO

INCREASE YOUR LOCAL FOOTPRINT WITH ADCELLERANT'S NEWEST SEO PRODUCT

LocalOne SEO is perfect for franchise, multi-location and small-to-medium-size businesses looking to expand their footprint and stand out against their competition.

**LocalOne Features**
- Appear on 200+ listings across the web
- Generate new reviews from customers
- Track month-over-month progress

**LocalOne Benefits**
- Learn what people typed into Google to find your business
- Be in front of new potential customers by ranking higher throughout the web
- Get found on Google, Amazon Alexa, Waze, Bing, Siri, and much more!

WORLDWIDE LOCAL SEO Stats for businesses:
- 2.7x more likely to be considered reputable
- 7x more clicks
- 70% more likely to attract location visits
- 50% more likely to purchase

**Discount eligibility for 51+ locations. 6-mo agreement required**

WWW.ADCELLERANT.COM